HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE1, RIFLE: Tankki se on!

You can hear noise behind the trees, it is time to set up the mines.
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At this stage there are 8 SRA paper targets and 8 Jaster target units.
- Max. points is 160
- Shooting distances 25-75 m
- Minimum shots at the stage is 24
- Handling sectors to left and right is 90 and up 90 degrees.
- Shooting sectors marked on left and right with white/orange, up the treetops.
- Stage starts from the timer sound and ends at the last shot.
- Start from the area A, both hands on the rope. Rifle magazine inserted, but not loaded on the marked location.
- At the signal pull the mines to the road and shoot jasters 1-4 from area B. From area C shoot paper targets 1-4 and
from area D shoot paper targets 5-8, from area E shoot jasters 5-8.
- 1 penalty if mines are not pulled at all and 1 penalty/mine which is not pulled on the road.
- Because of the safety regulations of the Defence Forces it is not allowed to shoot closer than 25m, if shooter
shoots closer than 25m it will cause disqualification, however the Range officer tries to give first a warning.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be given according to the latest rulebook.

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE2, RIFLE: M72 LAW

Perfect hit to the tank and followed explosion throws the turret up in the air and caused panic on the enemy
infantry... open fire!
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At the stage there are 8 Jaster target units (5p.) and 10 SRA paper targets and 4 Pepper poppers (10p.)
- Max. points is 180
- Shooting distances 25-300 m.
- Minimum shots at the stage is 32.
- Handling sectors to the left and right 90 and up 90 degrees.
- Shooting sectors marked on left and right with white/orange, up the treetops.
- Stage starts from the timer sound and ends to the last shot.
- Start from area A at the marked spot, aiming with M72 to the tank, rifle on the marked spot, magazine inserted,
not loaded. From the Range officers “Huomio” shooter fires the M72 and places it to the marked spot. From the
signal (Signal will be given 2-3 seconds after the M72 is placed on the marked spot) shooter shoots PP 1-4 from
area A. From area B paper targets 1-3 are shot, from area C shoot paper targets 4-7, from area D shoot paper
targets 8-10 and from area E jasters 1-8.led at all and 1 penalty/mine which is not pulled on the road.
- Because of the safety regulations of the Defence Forces it is not allowed to shoot closer than 25m, if shooter
shoots closer than 25m it will cause disqualification, however the Range officer tries to give first a warning.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be given according to the latest rulebook.

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE3, RIFLE: MORTAR

Based on drone feed you have been able to adjust your area of effect with mortar. All of a sudden you notice enemy
appearing from the forest. You drop last grenade to mortar and get moving. Make every shot count!
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At the stage there are SRA paper targets, 4 Pepper Poppers (5p) and 8 Jaster target units (10p).
- Max. points 120.
- Shooting distances 25-60 m.
- Minimum shots at the stage is 24.
- Handling sectors to left and right is 90 and up 90 degrees
- Shooting sectors marked on left and right with white/orange, up the treetop.
- Stage starts from the timer signal and ends to the last shot
- Start from are A at the marked spot. Holding grenade in your hands. Rifle hanging in sling, magazine attached not
loaded
- At the signal drop grenade to mortar tube and shoot Jasters 1-6 from area A
- From area B shoot targets 1-2, Jasters 7-8 and Pepper Poppers 1-4
- From area C shoot targets 3-6
- If grenade is not dropped to tube - 1 procedural penalty
- Because of the safety regulations of the Defence Forces it is not allowed to shoot closer than 25m, if shooter
- shoots closer than 25m it will cause disqualification, however the Range officer tries to give first a warning.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be give according to the latest rulebook

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE4, PISTOL: PST

You are ambushing enemy IFV and manage to destroy it with RPG. You left your rifle behind you and the backblast
threw it away so you destroy unmounted infantry with your pistol.
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At this stage there are 10 SRA paper targets 4 plates and 4 Jaster target units
- Max. points is 140
- Shooting distances 2-30 m
- Minimum shots 28
- Handling sectors to left right and up are 90 degrees and those follow the shooter
- Shooting sectors marked on left and right with white/orange signs, up the treetops
- Stage starts from the timer sound and ends at the last shot
- Start at marked position at area A, RPG in hand aiming at the IFV. Pistol holstered, magazine attached, chamber
empty
- At signal launch RPG and put it at the marked position in controlled manner. Shoot plates 1-4 at area A
- From area B shoot paper targets 1-10 as permitted by sectors
- From area C shoot jaster targets 1-4
- If you throw RPG to position you get 1 penalty
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be given according to the latest rule book.

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE5, RIFLE AND PISTOL: Kaukopartio

You are in long range patrol deep behind enemy lines. During the night you manage to find enemy outpost and
decide to destroy it at dawn. Kill em all!
- Standard stage
- Unlimited scoring
- Stage has 16 paper targets, one of those is the jumping target which stays visible. 4 pepper popper 5 points each
and 2 no shoot paper targets.
- Max. points 180
- Shooting distance 2-25m
- Minimum shots 36
- Handling sector is 90 degrees left/right and up.
- Shooting sector is 90 degrees to the sides, following the shooter. Sector up is top of the perm.
- Stage starts from the timer sound and ends at the last shot
- Start at marked position (X) rifle magazine attached unloaded, pistol holstered unloaded. Hands touching pliers
- At signal cut the wire, open the door and shoot PP 1-2. Move to area A and shoot PP 3-4 and paper targets 1-2.
Paper 1 is a jumping target which is lauched by PP 4.From area B shoot targets 3-8. Targets 9 and 10 has to be shot
between houses B and C. Targets 11-16 has to be shot with pistol from area C. You have to discard your rifle before
entering area C. You can discard rifle at a marked position or leave it hanging on the sling. Rifle must be empty
or on safe when discarded. You can switch from rifle to pistol at any time during the stage.
- At this stage we use hotscoring, so the shooter cannot return to the previous area. For example when you move
from area A to area B you cannot return to area A again.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be given according to the latest rulebook.

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE6, RIFLE: THE PURGE

War crime diary - day 150: Orcs from Mordor have once again taken over a local kindergarten. You know what to
do!
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At the stage there are 14 SRA-paper targets, 5 (5p.) Pepper Poppers and 2 N/S targets.
- Max. points 165
- Shoo ng distances 2-25m
- Minimum shots at the stage is 33
- Handling sectors to the right 90 degrees, marked on the le following the shooter and up 90 degrees.
- Stage starts from the mer sound and ends at the last shot.
- Stage starts at marked spot (X) riﬂe loaded, safety on. Grenade in equipment - At the sound of mer shoot
Pepper Popper 1-5 from are A before moving to area B from where you shoot paper targets 1-14
- Grenade is to be thrown from area A through the window before the last shot. If grenade is not thrown before last
shot shooter gets 1 procedural penalty, if grenade does not go through window: 1 penalty
- Mandatory magazine change between ﬁrst and last shot.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penal es will be give according to the latest rulebook

HÄTILÄ 22
STAGE7, PISTOL: UTM

You are slowly advancing in a trench when suddenly you encounter enemy sentry. You must engage in close
quarters combat. After blasting orch’s head all to hell, you realize your rifle is suffering a malfunction of a century.
You notice that other enemies are still unaware of what happened so you decide to finish your surprise with speed.
After throwing your rifle to your back you pull out your pistol.
- Standard stage
- Scoring method is unlimited
- At the stage there are 10 SRA paper targets, 10 Jaster target units (5p).
- Max. points 150.
- Shooting distances 1-25 m.
- Minimum shots at the stage is 30.
- Handling sectors to left and right is 90 and up 90 degrees (following the shooter)
- Shooting sectors marked on left and right with white/orange, up the treetops.
- Start from area A at a marked spot holding a UTM rifle, magazine attached and loaded with 1 cartridge. Safety off.
Barrel of UTM rifle touching target doll at marked spot. Pistol loaded, safety on, in holster.
- At the signal fire UTM until empty at the target doll. After shot empty, UTM rifle is not considered as a weapon and
sectors are not considered for it. From area B shoot targets 1-10 as they become visible taking sectors into account.
From area C shoot Jaster targets 1-10 as they become visible taking sectors into account
- Stage officials will take care of setting up the UTM rifle
- UTM rifle cannot be abandoned on stage. It has to be carried along the whole stage.
- If UTM rifle is abandoned there will be 1 procedural penalty per shot
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penalties will be give according to the latest rulebook
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STAGE8, SNIPER RIFLE: One less general

"The enemy's suppressive ﬁre has been relentless in your sector. Their commander and his entourage have go en cocky. You
have been making deliberate prepara ons for their demise. You are laying in your Ranger grave studying Signals knowledge.
You get an alarm from the sector's guard post. The enemy command is again at their regular spot! You move to the ﬁring
posi on and remove one more commander from the rosters. A er the commander, it's the ar llery commander's turn. A er
that, the adjutant get's what's coming, too."
- Standard stage
- Scoring method limited me (2min)
- At the stage there are 3 Jaster target units (10p)
- Max. points 50
- Shoo ng distances 360-400 m.
- Minimum shots at the stage is 3.
- Handling sectors to le and right is 90 and up 90 degrees.
- Shoo ng sectors marked on le and right with white/orange, up the top of the wall.
- Stage starts from the mer sound and ends at the last shot.
- Start from area A, lying on your back, legs crossed and reading Vies mies-book.
- Start from zone A, lying on your back with the Signalman's guide in a reading posi on. Precision riﬂe in zone B in
the ﬁring posi on on its bipods or lying on its side on the pla orm. Riﬂe Scopes front cap closed or a piece of
cardboard preven ng lens glare. Necessary dope correc ons dialed in. Log Books etc. on the shooter. Precision
riﬂe's magazine detached, safety oﬀ. Maximum 5 rounds in a magazine or as loose rounds on the pla orm,
possible addi onal ammo carried on the shooter. The shooter can use a loaner riﬂe from the compe on
organiza on with 5 rounds and a er all of those con nue with his/her own riﬂe with the desired number of
shots carried by the shooter. The shooter can also use his/her own riﬂe instead of the loaner riﬂe for the whole
stage and reload at will a er the ﬁrst limited magazine of 5 shots.
- From the beep you proceed through the marked route through the tunnel to zone B to the ﬁring posi on and
shoot the Jaster targets 1-3 through the drainage pipe.
- Scoring & penal es:
Task 1: The ﬁrst shot ﬁred downs the "commander" +10p
Task 2: The second target felled is the “arty commander” and jasters are felled with max. 5 shots +10pts
Plate 1 "commander" is painted BLUE and has an "oﬃcer's belt" drawn on
- Plate 2 "arty commander" is painted RED and has "binoculars" drawn on
- Plate 3 "adjutant" is a half plate, painted WHITE
- TST shooters are not required to wear TST division mandated gear on this stage.
- Because of the safety regula ons of the Defence Forces it is not allowed to shoot closer than 25m, if shooter
shoots closer than 25m it will cause disqualiﬁca on, however the Range oﬃcer tries to give ﬁrst a warning.
- All the stage structures are impenetrable
- All the penal es will be given according to the latest rulebook.

